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Summary: The objective of this paper is to provide some estimates of how the world banana market

can be aftected by the Cammon Market Organisation (CMO) for bananas established in the European

Union (EU) on July 1,1993, and modified in April 1994. We first propose a graphical analysis of the

world banana market under the CMO regime. We next quantity the effects of the new EU regulation

on world and EU priees, on the structure of EU imports from Latin American countries, African,

Caribbean and Pacifie (ACP) countries and EU regional suppl/ers, on the pattern of consumption in

the various EU Member States, and on consumers' and producers' welfare using a partial equilibrium

rnodel of the world banana market. Simulation results suggest that the two key variables in

determining the effects of the CMO are the size of the tarift quota on dollar and non traditional ACP

bananas and the capacity of ACP countries ta exhaust their ACP contingent share.
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ECU per tonne for non traditional ACP bananas and 850 ECU per tonne for other suppliers. 66.5 % of

the tariff quota is allocated ta traders on the basis of their past trade in dollar and non-traditional ACP

bananas (category a traders); 3.5 % is reserved ta newcomers (category c traders); and 30 % is

allocated ta traders on the basis of their past trade in EU and ACP traditional bananas (category b

traders). The allocation of lieences to operators is determined on the basis of the quantities of

bananas marketed, weighted according to the three marketing activ'ties, i.e., primary import (57 %),

secondary import (15 %) and ripening (28 %). In addition, following the 50-ca lied Framework

Agreement, part of the tariff quota is divided up into specific national quotas allocated to four Latin

American countries. Costa Rica received 23.4 % of the quota, while Colombia received 21.0 %,

Nicaragua 3 % and Venezuela 2.0 %4. EU producers are guaranteed a minimum income through a

deficiency payment up ta 854 000 tonnes. This quantily is divided between the various EU regional

suppliersS, A one-time premium of 1000 green ECU per hectare is paid to EU farmers to cease

production. Other elements of the regulation are mainly the setting of common quality and marketing

standards for ail bananas, and the creation of a Management Committee.

This regulation represents a compromise solution which does not satisfy many actors. Germany

argues that the new policy will increase the priee of bananas on the German market. For the five EU

member states which applied the 20 % tariff only, it is also possible that the level of protection will

increase under the new regime. Latin American producers also have challenged the CMO arguing

that the latter implied a significant 1055 of their market share in the EU and that the system of quotas

prevented them from increasing their exports in the future"- Furthermore, they fear that a restrictive

policy in the EU means more bananas on the world market and hence, a decrease in the wortd price.

Following the Uruguay Round Agreement, the market share and the "advantages" reserved to ACP

countries have been reduced with respect to the proposai of July 1993. ACP producers now fear Ihey

are not competitive on the EU market with respect ta dollar bananas and argue that Lomé Convention

commitments are not honoured.

The main purpose of this paper is to compare the EU pre-CMO banana policy with the CMO regime in

order 10 analyse the various effects of the CMO and ta determine "the likely losers and winners". We

quantify the effects of the new EU regulation on world and EU priees, on the structure of EU imports

from Latin America, ACP countries and EU regionai suppliers, and on the pattern of consumption in

the various EU Member States. The welfare analysis allows us ta determine the likely lasers and
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winners from the CMO. The model used is a competitive static partial equilibrium model of the world

banana market. The adopted modelling framework follows those of existing models of the world

banana trade (Malthews, 1992; Borrell and Yang, 1990 & 1992; Read, 1994). Relative to these

models, the main "originality" of our modelling framework lies in the world market clearing

mechanism. More precisely, as the preferenlial access provided by the EU to some exporting

countries actually plays an active role in determining the equilibrium world banana priee, both before

and after the CMO implementation, these favoured trade flows are explicitly taken into account in the

market clearing process.

The paper is organised as follows. In section two, background for the results is provided by a

graphical analysis in which the effects of the two regimes (i.e., the pre-CMO and the CMO) are

examined. Section three outlines the banana trade model used to evaluate the priee, production,

consumption, trade and welfare impacts of the CMO policy. Section four analyses the empirical

results and section five concludes.

2. Graphical analysis

i) the pre-CMO regime

The consequences of the pre-CMO banana regime in the EU can be studied with the aid of Figure 1.

This representalion is an adaptation and an extension from Noichl (1985), and Borrell and Yang

(1992). Three groups of countries export bananas on the world market: EU regional suppliers (Canary

Islands, Crete, French overseas territories and Madeira), favoured suppliers (mainly ACP countries)

and non-favoured suppliers (mainly Latin American countries). They are noted x, y and z,

respectively. The graphical analysis includes four imporling zones within the EU (denoted a, b, c and

d, respectively) and the Rest Of the World (ROW). Panel La. reflects the situation in countries of

type a (France, Greece, Portugal and Spain) which provide a preferential access to their favoured

suppliers at a fixed priee and use a quota to Iimit imports from other sources. The situation in

countries of type b (ltaly and the United Kingdom) is depicted on panel 1.b. These eountries provide a

preferential aceess to some ACP suppliers (Somalia in the case of Italy, and Belize, Jamaica,

Surinam and the Windward Islands in the ease of the United Kingdom) and proteet their market by a

quota on dollar bananas in addition to the 20 % common external tariff. Panel 1.c corresponds to

eountries of type c (the three Benelux states, Denmark and Ireland) which apply the 20 % tariff on
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dollar zone imports and otherwise allow for the unrestricted access of bananas. Panel 1.d. represents

the situation in Germany, Austria, Finland and Sweden where ail bananas enter free of duty'. The

right panel 1.e represents the supply-demand situation in the Rest Of the World where trade is

assumed to be free.

The dollar banana export supply function S, is assumed to be elaslic to reflect the high productivity

and the possibility to easily expand the production. The EU domestic export supplY function S, and

the favoured nation export supplY funetion Sy are assumed to be less elaslie and to start at higher

priee levels, e and y, respeelively. S~ represents the export supply eurve of supplier j to importing

country i and D~ represents the import demand eurve of country i from exporting country j.

The free-trade equilibrium corresponds to point F on panel 1.e. where the world priee of bananas

equals Pw(FT) . At this priee level, exports from EU regional suppliers and ACP eountries are not

competitive with respect to those of the dollar zone. As a resull, ail Member States of the EU import

dollar bananas only.

The main effeet of the pre-CMO regime in the EU is to deerease the world priee of bananas by

restrieting Community imports from non-favoured exporting eountries z. This result ean be shown as

follows. In panel 1.a., eountries of type a import the quantity q; from EU regional suppliers x at the

fixed priee p•. At this priee, a preferential aeeess for the quantity q; is also given to sorne ACP

eountries y and the domestie shortfall is made up by imports from the dollar zone z. By subtracting

the export supply funetions of EU regional suppliers and favoured exporting eountries (S; and S;,

respeetively) from the domestie import demand eurve D·, one obtains the import demand curve of

eountries of type a from non-favoured exporting eountries z. Il is denoted D;. For a fixed priee p.,

imports of eountries a from the dollar zone are thus equal to q;. In panel 1.b, the situation is similar

for type b eountries exeept that favoured suppliers are ACP eountries only and the fixed priee pb is

lower than the guaranteed priee p. applied in type ·a eountries. In panel 1.e., the cornmon external

tariff t is applied to dollar banana imports. This ean be portrayed graphically as a leftward shift of the

related imporl demand eurve from D; to lJ;. As a result, eountries of type e import the quantity q;
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from the dollar zone and the quantity q; from ACP countries. In panel 1.e. depicting the world banana

market situation, the pre-CMO regime in the EU induces a leftward shift of the EU import demand

curve from the dollar zone, from D,EU (FT) ta D;u (J). World market equilibrium now occurs at

point E. The world priee of bananas decreases from P.JFT) ta Pw(l). As a result, consumption in

free-trade countries d increases up ta the level q:. Consumption in countries c decreases (with

respect ta the free-trade situation) since the positive effect on demand of a lower world price is

assumed ta be more than offset by the negative effect of the tariff. For these countries, the demand

price increases from Pw{FT) ta pC. In countries b and a, consumers facing a higher price for

bananas reduce their consumption. For these countries, the demand priee increases from Pw{FT)

ta pb and p., respectively.

With respect ta the free-trade situation, the net effects of the pre-CMO regime are thus ta lower

consumption in ail EU Member States but type d countries; ta raise the retum ta preferential

exporters, x and y, which can now compete with Latin American producers z, at least on type a, band

c markets; and ta lower total exports of dollar banana suppliers ta the EU.

(insert Figure 1)

H) the CMO regime

The consequences of the CMO policy in the EU are described with the aid of Figure 2.

ln arder ta simplify the graphical analysis, we first assume that the tariff quota Q is set at the

"historical" level, i.e .. that EU imports from the dollar zone in the CMO situation are just equal ta

quantities of dollar bananas imported in the pre-CMO regimea The direct consequence of this

assumption is that the world price of bananas does not vary with respect ta the pre-CMO case. In

panel 1.e, the EU import demand curve ta the dollar zone is then Dz
EU and the intersection of this

demand curve with the supply curve of dollar producers ta the EU at point E determines the world

priee of bananas Pw(l). The domestic price in countries of type d increases up ta Pi because

imports are now subject ta the fixed levy T. As a result, consumption decreases. In countries of type

c, the impact of the CMO on priees and consumption is ambiguous since the 20 % ad-valorem tariff

t is replaced by the fixed levy T. In arder ta facilitate the presentation, we make a second
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simplifying hypothesis assuming that the domestie priee in these type e countries remains unehanged.

As a result, consumption does not vary. In countries of type b and a, the domestie priee Pi is lower

than the support priees pb and pa and consumption inereases.

The graphical analysis also shows that the CMO poliey might change the pattern of imports in eaeh

group of eountries a, b, e and d. Panel 2.d shows that ACP eountries are now Iikely to be competitive

relative to dollar bananas on the market of type d eountries. Panel 2.e. shows that the pattern of

imports is unehanged with respect to the pre-CMO situation in type e eountries. Finally, panels 2.b

and 2.a show that the domestie priee deerease on type b and a markets should benefil mainly to

dollar bananas. In the pre-CMO situation, the support priees pb and pa aeted to improve the

competitive position of favoured exporting countries x and y relative to dollar bananas. By deereasing

the domestie priee in type'b and a countries, the CMO tends to deter this competitive position and

henee, to induee a deerease in the market share of favoured exporting eountries. However, in panel

2.a, we make a third simplifying hypothesis by assuming that the defieieney payments regime where

EU regional suppliers are paid the differenee between the EU market priee and the referenee priee

does not change the export levels of these domestie produeers whieh therefore remain at q;.

ln sum, the CMO poliey should lead to two opposite effeets on ACP and dollar zone exports to the

EU. On the one hand, in previously highly proteeted markets (type a and b eountries), the CMO tends

to favour dollar bananas to the detriment of other origins, mainly ACP eountries. In panels 2.a and

2.b, imports from the dollar zone inerease from q; to r: and from q: to r:, respeetively, while

imports from ACP eountries deerease from q; to r; and from q~ to ,;, respeetively. On the other

hand, the opposite effeet is Iikely to occur in previously less proteeted markets. In panel 2.d, imports

from ACP eountries inerease from 0 to r: and dollar banana imports deerease from q: to r:.
A tariff quota set at the historieal level Q on Figure 2 illustrates the case where the latter is "dollar

banana quantity neutral", Le., the situation where, as regards dollar banana exports to the EU, the

deerease in country d imports is exaetly eompensated by the inerease in country a and b imports. Let

us now assume that the tariff quota is lower than the historieal level. This case is illustrated by a quota

fixed at level 0 in Figure 2, panel 2.e. The EU import demand eurve to the dollar zone is now ÎY:u.- ,

The EU internai priee of bananas is then P.' ft is higher than the one eorresponding to the historieal
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quota case Cp; > Pi) while the related world price is lower (pJl) < Pw(l). EU imports from the

dollar zone are now lower than in the pre-CMO regime since the increase in dollar banana imports in

type a and b countries is outweighed by the decrease in corresponding imports in type c and d

countries. In sum, a tariff quota more constraining than the historical quota is less favourable to dollar

bananas (Latin American countries suffer from a decrease in their market share in the EU and faee a

lower world priee for their exports to other markets) and more favourable to ACP exporting countries

(a higher domestic price in the EU improves their competitiveness position relative to dollar bananas

on EU markets). The opposite case which corresponds to a quota level set above the historical level

would benefit dollar bananas and hurt ACP exporting countries.

At this stage of the analysis, it is interesting to underline that the main change between the July 1993

CMO and the revised version of April 1994 lies in the increase· in the tariff quota level (from 2 million

tons to 2.2. million tons for the marketing year 1995, for the EU with twelve Member States) and the

decrease in the fixed levy (from 100 green ECU per tonne to 75 ECU per tonne). Clearly, the revised

version of the CMO tends to favour the dollar zone to the detriment of ACP exporting countries.

ln sum, and whatever the final status of the global quota (i.e., lower, equal or higher than the

historical level), the CMO tends to decrease the domestic price in the previously highly protected

markets (inducing a welfare gain for corresponding consumers) and to increase the domestic price in

other EU markets (causing a loss for corresponding consumers). The changes are mainly at the cost

of type d countries, i.e., Germany and the three new Member States. As regards to the budget impact

of the CMO, deficiency payments to EU producers increase budget expenditure while budget revenue

is raised since ail imports from the dollar zone are now subject to the fixed levy. The net effect on the

EU budget depends on the question which factor outweighs the other.

(insert Figure 2)

3. A policy simulation model of the world banana market

The simulations reported in this paper are carried out with a single commodity, partial equilibrium

model of the world banana market. With respect to the graphical analysis presented in the previous

section, the model includes a greater number of demanders and suppliers. They are shown in Table

1.

(insert Table 1)
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3.1. Madel oulline

ln very general terms, the model consists in seven demand equations and seven supply equations

which are written as constant-elasticity functions. Import CIF prices in importing countries and export

FOS priees in exporting countries are Iinked by constant margin equations. The mar1<et-clearing

equation guarantees the supply-demand equilibrium on the world mar1<et. Notations are detailed in

Table 2.

(insert Tapie 2)

i) modelling the pre-CMO policy

FOllowing the graphical analysis of section 2, three demand markets in the EU have to be

distinguished in the pre-CMO regime: quota-protected markets (type a and b countries), tarif(

protected mar1<ets (type c countries) and non-protected markets (type d countries).

The highest support price offered by a type a or b importer i to a type x or y preferred supplier } is

denoted p;. This support price is fixed and determines the import price for ail bananas on this quota-

protected market i We have thus p; =p', 'd}. Import demand functions of quota-protected

countries may then be wrilten as:

(1) D" = a.(r )""

(2) Db = abrpb )'"

For tariff-protected countries in the EU, import demand functions are:

For free markets in the EU (i.e., Germany, Austria, Finland and Sweden) and for the Rest of the

World (denoted e), import demand functions are simply:

(4) Dd =adrp:)'Id

(5) D' = a.(p; )",

According to the graphical analysis, three groups of exporting countries have to be distinguished on

the supply side: EU regional suppliers x, ACP producers y and Latin American countries z.
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Let us tirst consider the case of an EU regional supplier j which benetits from an export support priee

atlevel px~ (i.e.• px;. =p; -<) from various importers i,i El(j). where l(j) represents the

subset of type a and b importers i which guarantee a tixed support price to this supplier j. At this

stage. it is useful 10 order importing countries i according to the price they offer to supplier j such Ihat

px; > px; means thatthe highest- price countries come tirs!. Therefore. if at price level pl. imports

of country 1 from supplier j (Le., D;) are greater Ihan export supply of country j (Le.•

bJp; - c; lJ). then the shortfall on market 1 will be made up by imports from other preferred

suppliers (if any), ACP countries (if they are competitive wilh respect 10 dollar bananas al this price

level) and/or Latin American suppliers. On the contrary. if at this price level p;, export supply of

country j exceeds import demand of country 1 . the latter will import from this preferred supplier

only. The "residual" export supply of country j will be exported to other markets. tirst to other price-

supported markets at decreasing prices P:. ....P;!J). and second to non price-supported markets if

country j is competitive with respect to dollar banana suppliers. The export supplY function of an EU

regional supplier x in the pre-CMO regime may thus be written as (import priees on non price-

supported markets are also ordered, and we assume that p; - c; < p; - c; < p; - c; )9:

(6) S =b (p-I_CI)', when DI ~SI =b (p-I_CI)',
XX1CX Je XXXX

=b (p-2 _ c2)', when DI + D 2 > (SI +S2) =b (p-2 _ c2)', > DI
x x x x x- x x x x x - x

=

= bJp;-c;)'· when "'[.D>D; ~ "'[.S~ +S;=bJp;-c;)" ~ "'[.D:
lEl(X) I€J(X) 1E1(x)

=

= b.(p: -c:)" when '\' S' +Sc +Sd +S' = b ( '-c')" ~ '\' D' +Dc+Dd
.... .... ~ x x x x x Px r ~ x x J(

,€l(x) iEI(x)

Export supply functions of ACP countries are obtained in a similar way10:

(7) S =b (p-I_CI)". when DI ~SI =b (p-I_CI)"
YYY)' .V.l'Y)'),
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=

= by(p; -C;l' when LS~ +S; +S: +S; =bJp; -C;lx ~ LD; +D; +D:
iE1(y) iE1(y)

Finally, the export supply funclion of dollar zone produeers is simply:

(8) S, = bJpx,)"

The world mar1<et equilibrium equation defines the world FOS priee of bananas, Le.,

(9)

where S,, Sy and S, are given by equations (6), (7) and (8), respeetively.

The model simultaneously determines the world FOS priee of bananas (equalion (9», the import CIF

priees of bananas in type e, d and e importing eountries (via margin equations), the exported quantity

by eaeh supplier j (equations (6) to (8», and the imported quantity by eaeh demander i (equations

(1) to (5».

ii) modelling the CMO poliey

We only eonsider the case where the global quota in the EU on dollar banana imports is binding (cf.

note 8). The export supplY funetion of dollar zone produeers is still given by (8) and the import

demand funetion of the Rest of the World remains (5). The supply demand equilibrium equation on

non-EU mar1<ets defines then the world FOS priee of dollar bananas, Le.,

(10) D' +Q = S,, i.e., a e ( pXz + c; r· + Q = bz ( pxzr·

Imporl demand funetions in the various EU Member States depend on the eommon demand priee p

in the EU, i.e.,

(11) D' =a,(p)",i=a,b,c,d

Under the assumption that the defieieney payment is perceived as eoupled and that il exaetly offsets

the support priee deerease, export supply funetions of EU regional suppliers x may be written as" :

(12)S = b (p-I -c')" when D' > Si =b (/'5 1 -Cl)',x x x x x- x x x x
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=

=bJp - <l' when '2-D~ + D; ~ '2-s~ +s; =bx ( P-c;)', ~ '2- D;
leJ(X) leJ(X) ieJ(x)

=bJp-c:l' when '2-S~+S;+S: =bJp-c;)" ~ '2-D;+D;
leJ(X) ieJ(x)

Export supply functions of ACP countries are:

=

1-1

=by(p-c:/' when LS~=bip-C:/' ~LD~
,=/

The demand-supply equilibrium equation in the EU defines then the common demand priee p on EU

markets, i.e.,

(14) "D'=O+S +SLJ - x JI
,=op,c,d

3.2. Model initialisation

i) data

Value and volume bilateral trade flows (i.e., net exports of supplier j to importer i and net imports

of demander i trom exporter j) are based on FAO and EUROSTAT data. FOB and CIF unit values

are derived from these volume and value data. Base period data used for the calibration correspond

to a 1989-1991 average and are given in Table 3. Although most recent data related to the pre-CMO

situation (i.e., 1992) are available, a 1989-1991 average has been chosen for one reason. 1992

figures clearly show that dollar banana imports in the EU increased substantially in 1992 (cf. Table 6

below). Even if the German Unification may explain a part of this increase, some observers have

raised the question of whether the dollar banana supplies flooded the market in 1992, as it is

generally expected when a quota is to be introduced (EuroPA & Associates, 1995; Rastoin and

Loeillet, 1995). In fact, if import licences are allocated on the basis of past quantities, each importer

has an incentive to import more in order to stake claim to future quota rents. Therefore, as 1992 data

cannot be considered as "representative" of the pre-CMO market situation due to this "speculative"
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trade, the 1989-1991 average has been chosen for the base period. However, it is important to note

that ail empirical results depend on the choice of the base period. As shown in Figure 2, the impact of

the CMO implementation is closely related to the status of the global quota level, Le., lower, equal or

higher than the EU dollar banana imports in the pre-CMO situation.

(insert Table 3)

ii) priee e/asticities

Supply and demand elasticities used in the simulation exercises are shown in Table 4. Foilowing

Borrell and Yang (1992), the priee elasticity is set at 1.0 for EU regionaJ suppliers and ACP countries

while it is set at 2.0 for dollar zone producers. The responsiveness of export supply to priees in the

dollar zone is thus assumed to be very high, mainly because i) plantations do not operate at the limit

of output capacity, ii) the proportion of fruit rejected on quality grounds can be varied within limits,

and i1i) the banana vessels on voyages to export ports in Central and South America can usually

make up shortfalls which occur in any one location from adjacent sources of supply (FAO, 1986). In

the case of EU regional and ACP suppliers, the availability of land is not sa great and supply

elasticities have been set at haIf those of dollar zone producers. Import demand elaslicities range

between - 0.3 for the Rest of the World ta - 1.0 for Italy and the United Kingdom. For some EU

Member States (Denmark, France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom), it has been possible ta

estimate econometrically import price-demand elasticilies. For other countries, elasticity eslimates

are derived from the literature. The FAO study (FAO, 1986) estimated priee elaslicities of demand at

retail ranging from - 0.11 (United States) ta - 0.84 (the Netherlands) with a weighted priee elaslicity for

the countries analysed in the study of - 0.30. Islam and Subramaniam (1988) found priee elaslicities

of import demand ranging between - 0.3 and - 0.4. The Overseas Development Institute (Davenport

and Page, 1991) and Kersten (1994) used an EU demand elasticity of - 0.5 while Matthews used a

slighlly lower value of - 0.4.

(insert Table 4)

4. Simulating the EU Common Market Organisation for bananas

The model was first run to generate base estimates of priee, net export and net import levels under

the pre-CMO policy for the base period (baseline scenario). A second run of the model was made ta

generate the levels of the same endogenous variables if the CMO policy was enacted (CMO
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scenario). Welfare changes for producers and consumers may then be calculated by using these

simulation results.

The baseline scenario represents an attempt to structurally duplicate the base period priee and

quantity data observed under the base period pre-CMO policy regime. In order to save space, the

results of this tirst scenario are not presented. They are available from the authors upon request. The

important point to note is that the baseline scenario solutions are within Jess than two percent of

observed values in the base period. Accordingly. the empirical results of the CMO scenario are

directly compared to the observed data for the base period. Rather than going through the details of

the various effects of the CMO policy, empirical results will be mainly analysed following the

framewor1< of the graphical analysis presented in section 2. Detailed simulation results are shown in

Table 5. Panel a depicts the impact of the CMO upon EU Member States, panel b describes the

effects upon ACP exporting countries and EU regional suppliers, and panel c shows the impact upon

dollar zone producers and the Rest of the Wor1d market.

(insert Table 5)

Il is tirst of interest to analyse the effects of the CMO on the EU market as a whole. The tariff quota of

2.553 million tonnes on dollar and non-traditional ACP bananas would lead the EU banana mar1<et to

expand by 57 545 tonnes and average priee in the EU to increase by 5 ECU, total imports increasing

by around 1.55 % compared to the base period and the CIF common priee being 1.00 % higher than

the average priee in the base period.

However, distribution of import and priee changes vary significantly between Member States.

Consumers in type c and d countries would suffer from a substantial welfare loss to the extent that the

common priee under the CMO policy is expected to be mueh greater than corresponding pre-CMO

priees. In type c countries. the priee is estimated to inerease by 45.2 % and consumers suffer from

the adoption of the regime by around 34 million ECU at ail. The principal loser would be the type d

countries, in particular Germany, with the new policy causing priees to increase by 16.9 % and

eonsumers' welfare to decrease by 91 million ECU. One type b country, namely lIaly, would also

suffer from the CMO policy by around 15 million ECU. This result may be explained as follows. The

objective of the pre-CMO policy in Italy was to proteet the market for Somalian exports, but the

lallers share was small (6.7 % in the base period) and the bulk of the mar1<et was supplied by dollar
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bananas. As a result, the pre-CMO CIF import priee in Italy was much lower than in the other type b

country (i.e., the United Kingdom) or in type a countries, and the CMO policy leads thus to an

increase in the Italian price. As expected, the estimated changes in banana imports in the United

Kingdom and in type a countries are positive. As a resull, consumers' welfare increases in these

Member States. The principal beneficiary would be France where priees decrease by around 20.9 %,

imports increase by 18.3 % and consumers' surplus expands by 79 million ECU. On balance, there

would be a small decrease in EU consumers' surplus of 2 million ECU.

The model projects a world FOS priee of bananas of 206.7 ECU per tonne in the dollar zone (+ 0.8 %

compared to the base period level). The decrease in ROW imports from the dollar zone is almost

negligible (- 0.27%). Total exports of dollar bananas increase (from 6.84 million tonnes to 6.95 million

tonnes) because the tariff quota in the EU opens imports of dollar bananas more than the total of pre

CMO national policies : the level of 2.553 million tonnes is greater than base period imports of dollar

bananas in the EU (2.429 million tonnes). With respect to Figure 2, the analysed situation

corresponds thus to the case where the tariff quota is set at a lever higher than Q . Nevertheless, the

quota constraint is assumed to be binding". Il is c1ear that the over-quota tariff is prohibitive and

hence, that over-quota imports equal zero.

Secause compensation to EU producers applies to a maximum quantity of bananas much higher than

pre-CMO exports of EU regional suppliers (854 000 tonnes to compare with the highest level of

shipment over the past ten years, 659 836 tonnes in 1992), EU producers are guaranteed "effective"

priees (i.e., priee plus direct aid) similar to what they received in the pre-CMO regime. The quantity

exported to the EU by community regional suppliers is almost exactly equal to the quantity exporled

in the base period.

The CMO allows traditional ACP bananas to enter the EU duly free up ta 857 700 tonnes. Simulation

results presented in table S, panel b, show that ACP countries would not be able to totally exhaust this

contingent, traditional ACP exports decreasing from 585 600 tonnes to 518 686 tonnes. In that

particular case, the choice of 1991 or 1992 as the base year would not change this conclusion to the

ex1ent that observed values for these years are still much lower than the contingent limit (see Table

6).
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The new EU banana regime is based on a tariff quota for dollar and non-traditional ACP bananas and

on the concept of partnership between trade in EU and ACP bananas on the one hand and dollar

bananas on the other hand (European Commission, 1994). Il is generally recognised that ACP

countries are less efficient than Latin American suppliers (Hallam and McCorriston, 1992).

Furthermore, dollar bananas are commonly perceived as being of better and more regular quality

than bananas from other sources. A fixed percentage (30 %) of the tariff quota is thus allocated to

traders (category b traders) on the basis of their past trade in EU and ACP traditional bananas in

order to keep the trade in these bananas alive. Our simulation results suggest that some ACP

countries would have difficullies to take full advantage of the new EU regulation in penetrating EU

markets, and particularty type c and d country's markets where pre-CMO import shares of ACP

producers were almost negligible. This is confirmed, at least partially, by figures shown in Table 6

although traditional ACP banana exports to the EU have considerably increased in 1993 and 1994

compared with the base period levels (+ 203 211 tonnes' and + 167 102 tonnes, respectively), the

order of magnitude of increases being much lower if 1992 is used as the comparison year (+ 20 287

tonnes from 1992 to 1994, i.e., + 2.9 %).

(insert Table 6)

Empirical results presented in Table 5 do not take into account the increase in productivity and

production observed in some ACP countries after the implementation of the CMO. According to the

FAO (1994), new investments done in 1992 would allow sorne ACP countries (Belize, Cameroon, and

Ivory Coast) to fulfil their share of the global ACP contingent. This result may also be explained by

complementary factors. First, some ACP producers may have used receipts on selling licences as a

"coupled" transfer which has increased the profitability of their exports with respect to dollar bananas

on the EU market. Second, the devaluation of the CFA Franc has c1earty improved the

competitiveness of some ACP countries, Ivory Coast and Cameroon in particular. The consequences

of a productivity increase in some ACP countries may be analysed by reducing exogenously

production costs in these countries, i.e., by increasing their relative efficiency with respect to dollar

bananas (and hence, also with respect to other ACP countries and EU suppliers). In the model, this

possibility is implemented by adding an exogenous shifter in supply equations for the three

considered ACP countries 50 that Belize, Cameroon and Ivory Coast could exhaust their contingent
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share. Results of this scenario, called "CMû scenario + productivity increase in some ACP countries·,

are shown in Table 7.

(insert Table 7)

The single EU banana price is eslimated to be 5.4 % lower in the "modified" CMO scenario than in

the "initial" CMO scenario (527.6 ECU per tonne and 557.5 ECU per tonne, respectively), while EU

consumers' welfare gains are now positive (114 million ECU). Total EU banana imports increase by

134 000 tonnes with respect to the corresponding import levels obtained in the "initial" CMO scenario.

By comparing columns 2 and 3 of Table 7, one easily verifies that total EU imports from ACP

countries increase by a smaller amount than export increases of Belize, Cameroon and Ivory Coast.

This result is due to the fact that other ACP countries face now a relative competitive disadvantage

compared with the three ACP countries where productivity increases. As a result, exports of other

ACP countries diminish in the "modified" CMO scenario with respect to the "initial" CMO scenario.

5. Concluding comments

Along with the realisation of the Single Market, the EU introduced a Common Market Organisation for

bananas which suppresses the disparate national policies applied in the pre-CMO regime. The

purpose of this paper was then to analyse the principles of the new EU banana regulation and its

consequences on prices, imports, exports, and consumers' and producers' welfare.

Background for the analysis is provided by a graphical analysis which clearly shows the key roles

played by i) the size of the tariff quota on dollar and tradilional ACP bananas and ii) the capacity of

the various ACP countries to exhaust their share of the traditional ACP contingent. The empirical

analysis uses a single commodity, parlial equilibrium model of the world banana market. Simulation

results suggest that if the quota set at 2.553 million tonnes (for the EU with fifteen Member States) is

entirely used, consumption in the EU would increase (with respect to 1989-1991 base period data).

However, the impact of the CMO on EU consumers varies in each Member State according to the

national policy applied in the pre-CMO situation, the previously highly protected markets benefiting

from a price decrease and the North of Europe (Benelux, Denmark and Ireland), Germany and the

three new Member States suffering from a substantial price increase. The main 105er would be

Germany and the main winner would be France. Consumers welfare gains in previously highly

protected markets would be almost 50 high than losses in previously lightly protected countries. As a
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result, EU consumers as a whole would experience a 2 million ECU welfare loss only (again with

respect 10 1989-1991 base period dala). The impact of Ihe CMO on Ihe wor1d FOB price of dollar

bananas and on ROW consumers would be almosl negligible.

A complemenlary scenario illuslrales Ihe sensilivily of market equilibrium in Ihe EU 10 Ihe abilily of

ACP countries 10 exhausllheir ACP conlingent share. According 10 European Commission estimales,

three ACP countries (Belize, Cameroon and Ivory Coast) would be able to fulfil their contingent share

thanks to new investments done in 1992 and other factors favouring their relative competitiveness.

Simulation results show then that ACP countries' exports to the EU would increase compared with

pre-CMO levels. In that case, EU consumers' welfare gain would increase by 116 million ECU with

respect to its level in the "initial" CMO scenario. This second scenario highlights the importance of the

EU proposai to provide direct aid to ACP countries in order to improve the competitiveness and the

quality of ACP bananas with respect to dollar fruits. This proposai has not been yet ratified by the EU

Council.

Obviously, the analysis incorporates certain simplifying assumptions and empirical results are subject

to several caveats.

To our knowledge, ail the models of the world banana market have assumed perfect competition,

essentially because of the tractability of this hypothesis. Hallam and McCorriston (1992) and Read

(1994) take issue with the Borrell and Yang (1992) estimates of the effects of different scenarios for

the EU banana regime arguing that results may be biased because the Borrell and Yang model does

not consider the effects of market structure and market power. Unfortunately. they do not provide an

alternative model in which perfect competition assumptions would be relaxed. Incorporating imperfect

competition into international trade models is a formidable challenge. Even if the importance of

capturing market structure in trade policy modelling is now weil recognised. ail empirical work on

industrial organisation and trade suffers from the difficulty in modelling oligopoly in a satisfactory way

(on this point, see. for example. McCorriston and Sheldon. 1993, who discuss the problem of using

conjectural variations to measure oligopolistic interactions). The question arises now as to how our

results may differ when perfect competition assurnptions are relaxed. On this point, it is particularly

important to note that a "non competitive" behaviour of importers has no impact on the EU's banana

import market equilibrium under the condition that the tariff quota is constraining. Empirical evidence

suggests that the tariff quota is fully used.
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The paper does not address the question of the quota rent and of its allocation between exporting

countries, traders and importing countries. Il also does not address the problem of licence transfer

between operators. The tariff quota is the main policy instrument of the new EU regulation. A

pertinent analysis of the quota rent problem does need a careful modelling of ail the operators

involved in the banana industry and of ail the aspects of the market structure. Clearly, the market

structure is here the crucial point which is important ta correctly represent in arder ta obtain consistent

estimates of the rent sharing. There is an important need for further research in this area.
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Table 1. Importing and exporting zones distinguished in the model

Importer i Exporter j
coun"" type country type

France a French overseas x
territories

Greece, Portugal, Spain a Canary Islands, Crete, x
Madeira

Italy b Somalia y
United Kingdom b Jamaica, Windward y

Islands
Benelux, Ireland, c Ivory Coast, Cameroon y
Denmark
Gerrnany, Austria, d Other ACP countries y
Finland, Sweden
Rest Of the World e Other countries, i.e., z

dollar zone

The type of an Importer 1 or an exporter .J IS deflned on the basls of ItS status ln the pre-CMO
regime (see section 2 of the paper).
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Table 2. Notations and variable definitions

Di the quanlity demanded by importer i , (i = a,b,c,d,e,)

pi the import CIF priee in country i ,

l, the ad·valorem tariff applied by country i

r. the fixed levy applied by country i ,

1'], the priee elasticity of demand in country i ,

ai the constant parameter of the import demand function for country i

Sj the quantity supplied by exporter j,

px) the export FOS priee in country j, (j =x,y,z),

c) the priee elasticity of supply in country j,

b) the constant parameter of the supply function for country j,

C; the cost coefficient between imports of country i and exports of country j, i.e., p' = pX j + C;,

'P; the support (import GIF) priee offered by importer i to exporter j,

p the common GIF import priee in the GMO regime on EU markets,

D; the quantity imported by country i from supplier J,

D; the quantity imported by country i from supplier j when the latter benefits from a priee support

from country i ,

S; the quantity exported by supplier j ta country i

Q the tariff quota on dollar and non traditional AGP bananas in the GMO regime.
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Table 3. Base period data used for the model calibration

importer i France South of Italy United Benelux, Germany Austria, Rest of the Total FOB unit
the EU Kingdom Denmark, Finland. World value

exporter j (except Ireland Sweden
Italv)

French overseas territories 291 944 12 261 1 323 41 81 0 0 293662 391

Canary Islands, Madeira, 45 414 348 1 11 0 480 0 0 414884 560
Crete

Cameroon, Ivory Coast 170226 107 7953 2759 290 92 0 0 181 427 249

Somalia a 12897 28763 a 124 a a a 41 783 264

Jamaica, Windward Islands 179 7269 23600 276395 105 125 a a 307672 422

Other ACP countries 0 122 a 51 697 58 a 2842 0 54718 289

Other countries 15 325 98566 371 874 60 601 364589 1 162468 355 118 4408705 6837246 205

Total 477 719 533319 432452 392786 365208 1 163245 357959 4408705

CIF unit value (20 % taritt on 709 624 521 648 460 477 511 292
dollar bananas included)
Note: quantities in tonnes, priees in ECU per tonne,
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Table 4. lmport demand and export supply elasticities used in the simulation exercises

Demand Su lply
country elasticitv country elasticity

France -0.7 (-0.70 [22.08]) French overseas 1
territories

South of Europe 3 - 0.7
(Greece, Portugal, Canary Islands, Crete, 1
Spain) Madeira

Ilaly 1 -1.0 (-1.07 [5.31]) Somalia 1

United Kingdom 1 -1.0 (-1.09 [5.13]) Jamaica, Windward 1
Islands

Benelux, Denmark, -0.4 (-0.73 [3.53]) Ivory Coast, Cameroon 1
Ire land 1.2

Germany, Austria
j

-0.4 Other ACP countries 1
Finland, Sweden

Rest Of the World 3 -0.3 Other countries, Le., 2
dollar oroducers

1 ln brackets, econometnc estlmates wlth the assoclated t - Student.
2 Estimation for Denmark only.
3 Assumed.
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Table 5. Main effeets of the Common Market Organisation for bananas in the European Union

(tariff quota of 2.553 million tonnes, EU with fifteen Member States)

Panel a. Impact upon EU importing countries

base data simulation results
imports CIF import imports CIF common welfare
(tonnes) average priee (tonnes) priee in the change

(ine. tariff) EU (ine. tariff) (million ECU)
(ECUltonne) (ECU/tonne)'

France 477 719 709 565252 557.5 79
Spain, Portugal, Greeee 533319 624 577 077 557.5 37
United Kingdom 392786 648 457218 557.5 38
Italy 432452 521 404124 557.5 - 15
Benelux. Ireland. Denmark 365208 460 337978 557.5 - 34
Austria, Finland, Sweden 357959 511 345698 557.5 - 17
Germany 1 163245 477 1 092884 557.5 - 91

EU 3722688 552.5 3780233 557.5 -2

Panel b. Impact upon exporting countries (ACP and EU territories)

base data simulation results
exports FOS export exports FOB export welfare
(tonnes) average priee (tonnes) average priee change

(ECUltonne) (ECU/tonne) (million ECU)
French overseas territories 293662 391 293662 354 0
Canary Islands, Crete and Madeira 414884 560 414884 449 0
Somalia 41 783 264 57692 365 5
Jamaiea and Windward Islands 307672 422 243892 335 - 24
Ivory Coast and Cameroon 181 427 249 143918 198 - 8
üther ACP countries 54718 289 73184 383 6

Total 1 294147 1 227 233 - 21

Panel c. Impact upon dollar banana producers and the Rest Of the World

base data simulation results
dollar zone exports (tonnes)

ta the EU 2428541 2553000
ta the ROW 4408705 4396687
total 6837246 6949646

dollar zone FOB average priee (ECU/tonne) 205 206.7
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Table 6. EU banana imports by origin, 1991 to 1994, in tonnes (EU with twelve Member States)

Oricin 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
EU regional suppliers 808815 826392 780593 794784 743334 654174
ACP countries. incl. 544439 621 863 602777 689713 748106 722546

Belize 26580 24040 19616 28493 38517 46980
Cameroon 56071 77628 115 841 110 714 146901 154034
Ivory Coast 85159 95159 116425 146265 161 257 148880

Dollar banana 1 716932 2024253 2389713 2412897 2153263 1963883
producers (1) (2)

Total 3070186 3472 408 3773082 3897394 3713047 3450341

Source: European Commission; For the year 1989-1991. European Commission data differ slightly
from EUROSTAT data (COMEXT database) used in this study (see Table 3).

(1) The CMO came into effect on 1 July 1993. Imports from the dollar zone were equal to 1.18 million
tonnes for the first semester of 1993; the quota for the second semester was set at 1.1 million tonnes
but imports were slightly lower (966 000 tonnes) than this quantity.

(2) The tariff quota is set at 2.1 million tonnes for 1994 and 2.2 million tonnes for 1995 for the EU with
12 Member States.
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Table 7. Impact of a productivity increase in some ACP countries on CMO scenario simulation

results

base year "initial" CMO "modified"
(average scenario CMO

1989-90-91 ) scenario(1)
exports (in million tonnes) to the EU trom

the dollar zone 2.429 2.553 2.553
ACP countries 0.586 0.519 0.653

Ivory Coast, Cameroon 0.181 0.144 0.310
Jamaica and Windward Islands 0.308 0.244 0.222
Somalia 0.042 0.897 0.052
other ACP countries (inciuding Belize) 0.055 0.073 0.067

total EU imports (in million tonnes) 3.723 3.780 3.914
EU consumers' weltare change (million ECU) - - 2 + 114
w.r.t. the base year
CIF import price in the EU (ECU/tonne) 552 557.5 527
FOB export price trom the dollar zone 205 206.7 206.7

1 (ECU/tonne)

(1) CMO scenario + productivity increase in sorne ACP countries, i.e., Belize, Cameroon and Ivory
Coast.
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Figure 1. Graphieal analysis of the world banana market: the pre-CMO ease

Panel1.a Panel1.b Panel1.c Panel1.d Panel1.e
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Figure 2. Graphical analysis of the world banana market: the CMO case
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, This regime was the one applied in Austria, Finland and Sweden as weil before they join the
European Union.

2 Protocol 5 of the Lomé Convention states that ..... no ACP country shall be placed, as regards
access to its traditional markets and its advantages on those markets, in a less favourable situation
than in the past or at present...

3 Ivory Coast 155 000 tonnes, Cameroon 155 000 tonnes, St. Lucia 127 000 tonnes, Jamaica 105 000
tonnes, St. Vincent and the Grenadine 82 000 tonnes, Dominica 71 000 tonnes, Somalia 60 000
tonnes, Belize 40 000 tonnes, Surinam 38 000 tonnes, Grenada 14 000 tonnes, Madagascar 5 900
tonnes, and Cape Verde 4 800 tonnes.

4 ln return, these four suppliers have agreed to take no further action on a GATT panel which found
against the EU banana regime.

5 Canary Islands 420 000 tonnes, Guadeloupe 150 000 tonnes, Martinique 219 000 tonnes, Madeira
50 000 tonnes, and Crete 15 000 tonnes.

6 The CMO is also of interest for the US mainly because several of the major suppliers of Latin
American bananas are US multinational companies.

7 Austria, Finland and Sweden became EU Member States during the CMO implementation lime
period. Accordingly, the analysis considers the EU with 15 Member States in both the pre-CMO and
the CMO regime.

8 We will relax this assumption in the empirical analysis since evidence suggests that the tariff quota
on dollar bananas is binding.

9 Ob· 1 -, -, '"'. k k '"'k dvlousYPx=p,v/,andpx=p,v =c, ,e.

10 Obviously P~ = 15', 'di, and p; = pk, 'dk = c,d,e.

" ln order to simplify the presentation, we assume the same priee order as in the pre-CMO regime,

12 As noted before, empirical results depend on the choice of the base period for comparison. If the
model was calibrated with 1991 or 1992 data, pre-CMO imports in the EU from the dollar zone wouId
be higher than the tariff quota. The choice of 1991 or 1992 as base year corresponds to a quota set at

the level Q in Figure 2.
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